
Custom-designed solutions for safe storage and distinguished enjoyment of wine at sea.

Ultra-silent.
isn’t that jUst cool?



Since it is integrated into the onboard 

chilled water circuit, this novel wine cooler 

uses the resources available on board in a 

comfortable as well as efficient way. As 

a result, a variable temperature range from 

2 to 12 degrees centigrade is available for

the storage of premium wines. As the 

refrigerating unit discharges heat into the 

air conditioning coolant, the wine cooler 

is energy-efficient, extremely silent, and 

emits no heat to the environment.

Silent effiCienCy

innovations in 
maritime cooling 
technology



Design and specifications of this wine cooler 

are subject to variable configurations. its 

dimensions are meticulously adapted to 

the available space on board allowing for 

a very wide range of customer wishes to 

be fulfilled smoothly. in terms of materials, 

there is a choice of many types of wood 

including for example premium Makassar 

ebony as well as bright cherrywood. Upon 

request, woods can be finished in any 

colour. the subtle lighting of the interior is 

achieved by multi-colour leDs which can 

be programmed according to individual 

preferences.

CUStoMizeD ConfigUrAtion

À la carte 
specifications 



to ensure that your inventory of premium 

wines not only stays cool at sea but also 

remains safely fastened even in rough sea, 

the wine cooler developed by gehr interior 

in cooperation with the most renowned 

manufacturer of yacht kitchens has been 

equipped with intelligent fastening systems.

  Precisely fitted inlays secure neck and 

body of any bottle, regardless shape and size.

  Drawers and doors are protected against 

accidental opening and can be unlatched by 

slightly pushing, pulling, or by means of a 

number code.

  Velvet-upholstered retainers will secure 

individual bottles.

  in extreme weather conditions, the bottles 

may be additionally fastened crossways with 

special strapping devices.

SeAfAStening

seafastening for
safe storage of 
over 100 bottles 
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A large, prominently positioned display 

case provides an intriguing presentation 

of selected wines as well as champagnes. 

it enables exhibiting and seafastening of 

individual bottles in an upright position 

e.g. for wine tasting purposes (including 

Magnum size or larger).

An additional type of presentation 

space is achieved by a special tilting 

mechanism . 

the front row bottles may be hinged 

upwards, latching in a position tilted 

to the rear by about 35° in order to be 

most suitably showcased. 

intrigUing PreSentAtion

3D wine list in 
a showcase



in 1913, my great-grandfather nikolaus gehr 

opened up a small carpenter’s shop. today, as 

a fifth-generation family business with roughly 

60 employees we can look back at over 100 years 

of tradition. the name gehr is synonymous with 

high-end and exceptional interior furnishings 

for luxury yachts, business jets, and cruise ships 

worldwide.

A highly skilled team made up of engineers, 

technicians, and architects develops solutions

for interior installations catering to the 

preferences of our exclusive clientele. We 

manufacture precisely fitting interiors and 

install them on board in due time. together, we 

will find intelligent and innovative responses 

to even the most demanding requirements, 

thus ensuring that luxury and functionality 

perfectly complement each other even out 

on the high seas.

 Reiner Gehr  

fostering establisheD 
qUality – with a keen 
sense of innovation
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